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The thing of Face the reality is to be honest. Yes, there will vary classes of facial folds, lines and lines and
wrinkles, and each can be treated differently. By the end of this reserve you may even know much better
than your treating doctor, whether they're a dermatologist or plastic surgeon. Face the Facts will provide
you with the information you need to understand what is adding to your maturing appearance, approach
your physician confidently, and gain the data necessary to make an informed decision. It offers a crash
course in facial cosmetic surgery, dermatology and skincare, and demystifies medical and nonsurgical
cosmetic facial remedies for aging. It can help you to keep away from some treatments that are like snake
oil and do not work, and steer clear of procedures that are not right ones to treat your particular issue.
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A Doctor who Educates Individuals~ Bravo! I originally discovered this book as We was perusing my
neighborhood library. Andrew Jacono, an extremely rated plastic surgeon in NY. made a decision it had
been worth the purchase to buy! Dr. Fascinating This book offers a frank, and eye opening discussion of
popular cosmetic and plastic surgery procedures. thorough details in an easy to understand format. He
doesn't chat over your head but for you, which most can value. There is valuable info for anyone who
wants to learn more about how exactly to look their greatest, no matter what generation, and what
procedure's work long term versus types that don't. I was shocked to understand what can cause wrinkles,
why facial creams don't get to the root issue (no matter the marketing hype or cost), and what actually
works. I always like doctors who educate their sufferers and that is what Dr. I will definitely recommend it
to anyone thinking about improving their appearance whether from injectibles (Botox, Restylane) or
surgery. In addition to the details he also included natural supplements & Jacono Whether you are
deciding to go set for a lunch break botox sesh or get a complete overhaul, this publication is worth
reading prior to your appointment to help you make the best option possible for your individual
requirements! I give this publication 5 stars. I was just a little disappointed since it had 2 webpages
concerning rhinoplasty as the . Whether you wish to discover what facial treatments work in your 30's, or
are 60 and considering a complete facelift, this is actually the read you need.. I initially got this reserve
because We was researching doctors for another rhinoplasty. It was written by Dr. It was such an
informative read from the few web pages I skimmed over that weeks later I remembered & Five Stars
Interesting book. I simply love the "pearls of wisdom" sections through the entire book.As detailed as it
is, We was a little disappointed since it had 2 pages concerning rhinoplasty as the remaining book
contains face lifts and breasts augmentations. I've purchased many copies of the book for my workplace,
and reccommend it on a daily basis. Informative. Andrew Jacono gives detailed & Definitely worth the
effort to read only if "thinking" about undergoing a facial make over. A MUST in case you are
considering medical procedures!!!. Dr. Jacono breaks it down to a level that is really easy and fun to
comprehend. I have been considering getting my upper eyelids done, nonetheless it seems that I'd get my
desired result from an endoscopic browlift.Now I understand my options, what I wish to do and where to
find the best person to do it. Jacono accomplished with this concise book. Overall if you need info about
nose jobs you're better off looking on line. An excellent resource! Great read! This book really
summarizes and clarifies the procedure of undergoing facial cosmetic surgery in very plain terms. It is a
fantastic resource for my patients who want into facial cosmetic methods. It not only describes what the
techniques are, but explains why certian sufferers are better canidates for particular procedures, as well as
what types of physicians ought to be doing them. Informative.D. Parker, M.Andrew J. Great Book I was
thinking about having plastic surgery, but I could not figure out what process would help me look
younger. This book actually helped. It made sense. Reading this book offers certainly been an "eye-
opening" experience.Thanks Dr. foods that help the body in healing from surgery, or in preparation
before surgery.
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